HISTORY 255
LATIN AMERICA AND THE UNITED STATES:
THE HISTORY OF THEIR RELATIONS

Fall 2006

Office Hours: Weds 10:30-11:30am, Tues 3:30–4:30pm, and by appointment.

Professor: Kym Morrison, Ph.D.
Email - morrisonk@moravian.edu
(610) 625-7957
Office - Comenius 302

Course Description
This course prompts students to explore the historical transformations in the various relations connecting the nations of Latin America with the United States. By the end of the term, students should be able to competently discuss issues of national sovereignty, economic development, political revolution, defense strategy, human rights, and immigration as they pertain to these relations. The materials for this course give special attention to Mexico, the Caribbean, and Central America in their interaction with the U.S. This class is structured around student-led discussions and in-class writing exercises, which are supplemented by professorial lectures. Memorization is only a small aspect of this course. Instead, students are required to develop their own critical understanding of this history based on the evaluation and synthesis of supporting evidence.

Course Objectives
In conjunction with the LinC M5 requirement, you are encouraged

$ to further your understanding of the academic discipline of history as defined by its inquisitive, interpretative, expository, and argumentative elements;

$ to identify and analyze the ways in which the history of the relations between the nations of Latin America and the United States has been “constructed,” or created, through the interpretation of the remnants of the past;

$ to develop the research skills to locate the primary and secondary sources appropriate for the exploration of this history;

$ to evaluate primary sources and to understand their use in the construction of history;

X to become familiar with some of the methodologies and critical perspectives employed by historians to understand and explain the relations between Latin America and the United States;

X to develop clarity of professional expression when writing or speaking about the major events and people that historically have shaped these relations; and

X to consider AGENCY and CONTINGENCY in the interactions between Latin America and United States.

Required Texts:
Holden and Zolov, eds. Latin America and the United States: A Documentary History. (Hereafter H&Z)

Joseph, Legrand, Salvatore, Close Encounters of Empire (Hereafter Close)


Two recommended books are Mary Lynn Rampolla, *A Pocket Guide to Writing in History*, and a good dictionary.

There are also several short articles available on the course BlackBoard site or that I distribute. Reading assignments will be approximately 100-150 pages per week. Students should be prepared to commit approximately nine (9) hours per week to this course in addition to the scheduled meeting times. Students who are unfamiliar with Latin American history encouraged to use John Chasteen, *Born in Blood and Fire* for background reference, although this is not a course requirement. I do not assume that you have any knowledge of Latin American history when you begin this course.

**Requirements and Evaluation:**

- **9%** Participation is based on your completion of in-class exercises, your contribution to provocative debates, and your ability to respectfully allow others to do the same.
- **10%** Essay Draft (See Historiographic Essay).
- **10%** Annotated Bibliography related to the final paper. This should cover eight secondary and two primary sources.
- **21%** Three In-Class Presentations (approximately 30 minutes) and Topic Outlines (1-2 pages). In groups of two or three, you will analyze the scholarly reading and, when applicable, relate it to the class-assigned primary sources. You should do the same for one independently found primary source. It may be published or web-based. However, published sources will receive additional credit.
- **25%** Discussion Papers - Also, on five occasions you will prepare and submit a list of three or four discussion points related to the readings and primary documents. These are due during the weeks that you are not giving the class presentations.
- **25%** Historiographic Essay (10-13 pages) with Individual Presentation. You will analyze and compare five secondary sources that are related on a single issue in Latin American and U.S. relations. Individual Presentations of no more than fifteen minutes will be made during the last two weeks of classes and on the final’s date.

**Attendance Policy:** Since success in the course is closely linked to comprehension of the presentation material and lectures, you should not plan to miss class. I will take attendance and count this toward your participation. Also, I will lower your final grade by a letter grade for every three classes that you miss or for which you arrive late. If you plan to arrive more than five minutes late to class, consider making other arrangements. Absence on the date of an assignment will be excused only with a note for the appropriate college administrator or recognized physician.

Also, as a courtesy, please set all personal communication devices to silent mode.

**Submission Formats and Late Policy** - All submissions should be typewritten, with one-inch margins on all sides. The discussion papers, annotated bibliographies, and outlines should be single-spaced. All other submissions should be double spaced. The font should be between 11 and 12 points. The student’s name, course number, assignment number, and submission date should be typed in the upper left corner of the first page. After this header, one blank line should appear before the assignment title, which should be centered between the left and right margins.
This title should be followed by one blank line before beginning the assignment. A hard copy of all submissions is required and electronic versions will be accepted only with my prior approval.

All papers are due at the beginning of class on their due dates. Ten points will be deducted from the paper’s grade if it is submitted more than ten minutes after the start of class and this deduction will be repeated for each consecutive late day after the assigned due date.

**College Policies**

A. Students with any physical, psychological, medical, or learning disability should privately contact me and Laurie Roth, Director of the Learning Center, to arrange the appropriate accommodation for full participation in the course. Ms. Roth can be reached at 610-861-1510 or by email, melmr01@moravian.edu. Please make these arrangements within the first few weeks of the course.

B. Moravian College expects its students and faculty to maintain a high level of academic honesty. Question of academic honesty and plagiarism are addressed in the Student Handbook under the Academic Standards section.

**Topics and Reading Schedule:**

**Week 1**

8/28 Introduction - What Has Been the History of the Relations between Latin America and the United States? How Does One Explore that History?


**Week 2 Precursors of the Relations between the U.S. and Latin American Nations**

9/4 - **No Class, Labor Day**

9/6 Readings Arthur Whitaker, “Cross Currents,” pp. 61-99 and “The United States Faces South,” 100-140 (**handout**)  
[http://www.yale.edu/lawweb/avalon/diplomacy/spain/sp1795.htm](http://www.yale.edu/lawweb/avalon/diplomacy/spain/sp1795.htm)  
Source - The Louisiana Purchase, 1803  
[http://www.yale.edu/lawweb/avalon/diplomacy/france/louis1.htm](http://www.yale.edu/lawweb/avalon/diplomacy/france/louis1.htm)  

**Week 3 Latin American Independence and the Monroe Doctrine. (Discussion paper 1)**

Source - The Monroe Doctrine, Holden and Zolov, no. 3.  
Source - “The United States: ‘Destined to Plague America with Torments’,” H&Z no. 5  
Theme for 9/13 - Manifest Destiny, Mexico, and War
Source - “Texas, Mexico, and Manifest Destiny,” H&Z no. 7
Source - The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, H&Z no. 11
Source - [http://www.pbs.org/kera/usmexicanwar/index_flash.html](http://www.pbs.org/kera/usmexicanwar/index_flash.html)

Week 4 New Imperialism in the Caribbean
Source - “Filibuster”, H&Z no. 14
Source - “Santo Domingo Seeks Annexation by the United States,” H&Z no. 16.
Source - “The Lessons of History,” H&Z no. 19
Source - “The Character of the United States,” H&Z no. 21
Source - The Platt Amendment, H&Z no. 29

Week 5
Theme for 9/25- Panama and Its Canal
Source - “I Took Final Action in 1903,” H&Z no. 34
Source - “To Roosevelt,” H&Z no. 35.
Theme for 9/27 - Theodore Roosevelt’s Corollary and Dollar Diplomacy - (Discussion paper 2)
Source - The Roosevelt Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine, H&Z no. 37.
Source - “The Dominican Republic Challenge,” H&Z no. 38

Week 6
Theme for 10/2 - The Cultural Approach: Moving Beyond Diplomatic History
Readings - Steve J. Stern, “The Decentered Center and the Expansionist Periphery,”

Theme for 10/4 - Envisioning the U.S. through Haitian Occupation
Mary Renda, Taking Haiti, prologue and chapter 1

Week 7 A Post-Modern Approach
10/9 - No Class, Fall Break
10/11 - Mary Renda, Taking Haiti, Chapters 2-4
(Annotated Bibliography Due)

Week 8 A Post-Modern Approach continued
Reading for 10/16 - Chapters 5 and 6
Reading for 10/18 - Chapter 7 and Conclusion (Discussion paper 3)

Week 9 The Culture of Imperialism

Week 10 The Culture of Imperialism (continued)

Week 11 Emergence of Cold War Anti-Communism (Discussion paper - make up)
11/6 - Reading - Schoultz, “Combating Communism with Friendly Dictators,” pp. 332-348
Source - “A Charter of Covert Action,” H&Z no. 68
Source - “A Realist Views Latin America,” H&Z no. 72
Source - “Terminating a Revolution in Guatemala,” H&Z no. 75
Source - “Taming a Revolution in Bolivia,” H&Z no. 77.
11/8 - Reading - Seth Fein, “U.S. Film Propaganda in Cold War Mexico” in Close.

Week 12 (Paper Draft Due - first 5 pages)
Theme for 11/13 -- The Cuban Revolution and its International Impact -
Source - “With Castro in the Sierra Maestra,” H&Z no. 78
Source - “Debating Cuba and Castro,” H&Z no. 81
Source - “Listen, Yankee,” H&Z no. 82

Theme for 11/15 -- The Bay of Pigs and the Cuban Missile Crisis
Readings - Len Scott and Steve Smith, “American Foreign Policy-Past and Present Lessons of October: Historians, Political Scientists, Policy-Makers and the Cuban Missile Crisis,”
International Affairs (Royal Institute of International Affairs 1944-), Vol. 70, No. 4. (Oct., 1994), pp. 659-684. (On JSTOR, search under authors and political science category)
Source - “Lessons of the Bay of Pigs,”
Source - “The Foco Theory,” H&Z no. 90
Week 13
11/20 - United States Interaction with Bureaucratic-Authoritarianism, the 1970s
   Readings - John Chasteen, “Reaction,” on reserve in the library, (Discussion paper 5)
   Source - “The Rockefeller Report,” H&Z no. 98
   Source - “The Culture of Imperialism,” H&Z no. 101
   Source - The Church Committee Report on CIA Covert Action, H&Z no.102
   Source - “The Soft Spots in the ‘Brazilian Model,’” H&Z no. 104

Week 14
Theme for 11/27 - The Reagan Era, the 1980s
   (On JSTOR, search under title and political science category)
   Source - “Saving the New World from Communism,” H&Z no.106
   Source - “Teaching Sabotage,” H&Z no. 109
   Source - “The United States Condemned,” H&Z no. 110
   Source - “We Say No,” H&Z no. 115

Theme for 11/29 – Drugs and Inter-American Relations
   Readings - Roberto Steiner, “Hooked on Drugs: Colombian-US Relations,” Handout
   Source - “Drugs and Democracy in Bolivia,” H&Z no. 122
   Source - Colombian government’s presentation of the Plan Colombia
   http://www.plancolombia.gov.co/ingles/index.asp

Weeks 15
12/4 and 12/6 Individual Presentations

Week 16
12/11 Individual Presentations

Final Paper Submission - Due on the final date for the class.

The instructor reserves the right to modify this syllabus with appropriate notification in class.